Master Feng Shui Consultant
Debra Pomeroy of

JaneRae By Design
Is going to show you how to
“Get out of your way with Feng Shui”

Taking into consideration my 20+ years of doing many things right (and many things wrong) when I hit it, it was a "home run", but
when I missed it was a "total strike out"! Frustrated and often defeated, I realized that my first success with using the principles of
Feng Shui was 25 years ago. The principles came from classical Feng Shui, and the result was the birth of my daughter. This spoke to
me in a place that cannot be seen, only felt. Fast forward; I committed, and decided to take this experience- this passion and turn
my focus on mastering this 5,000 year old ancient art of Classical Feng Shui. What has emerged is an understanding of what I like to
call my “Chinese Secret Weapon." Not magic mind you, but very magical.
When you start to change things in an environment to activate positive change, it is not considered guess work; not maybes; just
change, change, change. Today I am honored and excited to help anyone tap into the energies of their environment in order to
improve their health, solidify their relationships, enhance their life’s purpose, create more money, and to create more success in
their business and career. As beneficial as all of this is, it comes down to this- Feng Shui simply makes sense. When our
environments are aligned our lives become easier. Over time, what becomes a practice turns into a lifestyle. That’s when the real
Feng Shui conversion begins; you get out of your own way and in return you bring life back into balance.
During this work shop I will reveal 9 things that you can begin to implement right away. Simple things like...
 The item in almost everyone’s dining area that is keeping you stuck (Move this and see things move forward)
 Which day of the month you should move a specific number of items to increase your cash flow
 The best direction for you to enjoy your meals. This little tidbit (not Timbit) will help make any healthy eating plan more
successful!
 Still looking for that special someone? It’s easier when you know which area of your home should be enhanced to attract
that perfect partner
 What the significance of the number 9 is and how to use this number as a marker for change; what to do with this
information and how to make changes (you will see time as a powerful tool)
My clients, co-workers, and friends know me for explaining the practice of Feng Shui through my witty and no-nonsense style. I put a
unique and fresh perspective on the things you can’t see, but will impact your life and home. With a knack for taking esoteric
eastern concepts and interpreting them for the western sensibilities, I have managed to make this 5,000 year old practice more
approachable, appreciated, and down-to-earth for anyone.
I invite you all to an afternoon filled with fun, hope, and lots of tips you can start using right away. Nan's Rocks is filled with the
perfect remedies, and Carol is going to allow me to show you where they will serve you best. Because space will be limited, all I ask
is that you make contact with Carol to let her know you will be attending. Interactive material will be provided by me, and I will need
to know how much to bring. Sharing will not work in this application, and participating is of course required, but you have my
guarantee that you will love it!

Time: November 12, 2:00 – 4:00pm. Cost: $45.00. Register with Nan’s Rock Shop
Come with an open heart, a clear mind, and be ready to receive!!
It's "Time to Feng Shui out of your way” - Debra Jane
To book a consult email: janeraebydesign@outlook.com

